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I need to make it clear that:

a) I never make an allegation or complaint unless I believe that I am right

and

b) I never make an allegation or complaint unless I believe that I have the evidence to demonstrate or 
prove it

That applies to this presentation.

If I am expressing an ‘opinion’ or a conclusion, then I will establish that, and the grounds and/or evidence 
for drawing that conclusion.



Ingredients & chronology of a ‘Scandal’

1. The dishonest willful intent of some
2. The fearful silence of others
3. The failures or ‘turning a blind eye’ by those in the first level of the ‘Hierarchy of Oversight’
4. The fearful silence of others
5. ‘Cover up’ & dishonesty by others within same and/or next levels of the ‘Hierarchy of Oversight’
6. The fearful silence of others

7. All of which creates a dishonest ‘precedent’ that pre-determines future dishonest outcomes

8. All of which guarantees a future scandal. ‘Lather, Rinse, Repeat’

Would LC&F or Blackmore Bond frauds and/or Ponzi schemes have occurred if the FCA had acted 
properly in respect to the Connaught scam years earlier?

All of these ingredients and more are evident in the Post Office Scandal.

All of these ingredients are evident in one FCA scandal after another. 

FCA scandals some of which are in full view, others hiding in plain sight.

The commonality with what I’m about to describe is FCA ‘actions’ where the outcome was…..

The most favourable outcome possible for the firms, regardless of fact & evidence and regardless
of consequence for victims.



The Global Financial Crisis

- FSA and global regulators ‘drop the ball’

- FSA and others aware of and/or involved in ‘LIBOR Lowballing’ in collusion with banks

- Andy Verity’s book “Rigged” has only recently exposed the full grubby story

The consequences of this were not just the perversions of justice committed against 
Tom Hayes, Carlo Palombo, Matt Connolly etc..

It gave the banks a ‘Get out of jail free’ card. The equivalent of the Mafia having 
incriminating photos that they could leverage.

And leverage it the banks have…..

FCA - “Mr RBS, we are concerned about the conduct of your GRG unit”

Mr RBS – “Oh really. Do these concerns relate in anyway to ‘Lowballing of LIBOR’?”

FCA – “Enough said. We will publish falsified findings of the 166 report”

And on 8th November 2016, the FCA did just that……



FCA Summary of findings of the 166 investigation into RBS GRG (8th Nov 2016)

An FCA whistleblower leaked the actual report in 2017, proving the above 
was not just misleading, it was false.



FCA IRHP (Interest Rate Hedging Product) Scandal  - 2012

The FCA dishonestly manipulated the IRHP Review in the interests of the banks, 
to limit  the bank liabilities and deprive victims of more than £10billion in compensation



FCA – FX (Foreign Exchange) investigations 2014

Looks impressive, right? Not so much…….







It wasn’t just Lloyds that concealed findings. The FCA colluded with Lloyds and 
concealed their own findings of misconduct by Lloyds’ traders, and those at 
other banks, that they had discovered in their FX investigation, ‘Project 
Dovercourt’.

The same misconduct for which they fined those six banks in November 2014.

A consequence & objective of which is to limit the liabilities of the banks, and 
deprive victims of the opportunity for appropriate redress.



https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-49841360



On 31 August 2017, the DoJ again opposed a Kastigar hearing, citing a letter written the previous day by 
Patrick Meaney, a senior FCA manager. Mr Meaney ran the FCA's investigation into Deutsche Bank Libor 
"rigging" for nearly six years, collaborating with his DoJ counterpart, Jennifer Saulino.
In paragraph 6 of the letter, Mr Meaney said: "The FCA did not share any information obtained or derived 
from any compelled interview, including Mr Black, with the DoJ."
Paragraph 5 of his letter said: "The FCA did not provide the DoJ copies of its draft or actual Warning, 
Decision or Final Notices in respect of Deutsche Bank to the DoJ or the Commodities Futures Trading 
Commission ("CFTC")".
Neither statement was true. It was not until months after Mr Meaney's letter that emails conflicting with 
those statements emerged in court.

They included an email chain Mr Meaney was copied into in February-March 2015, where the FCA shared a 
portion of its Final Notice fining Deutsche Bank for Libor rigging with the CFTC.
The email chain showed sections to be forwarded to the DoJ contained compelled testimony. They were 
then forwarded to Jennifer Saulino.
On 21 April 2015, Mr Meaney told Ms Saulino by email the Final Notice was riddled with compelled 
testimony.
"The reality is… it would be very difficult to identify parts that weren't influenced by compelled testimony 
and even if we could, it would be such a small part that it would make the Notice meaningless."
Shown the emails in court, an FCA official on the Deutsche Bank Libor investigation, Mike Prange, accepted 
the statements in Mr Meaney's August 2017 letter were "false".
The emails were available to both the FCA and the DoJ on their email records at the time the statements 
were put into court.

FCA lied to a New York Court – August 2017



FCA and Lloyds Mortgage customer redress scheme – July 2017





Sounds pro-active of the FCA, right?

Wrong, and this is perhaps the most direct relationship with the Post Office Scandal…

Whereas:

- Is this not in fact the FCA in panic mode after the public backlash and response to 
the ITV Drama “Mr. Bates vs The Post Office”, that exposed the scandal to widest 
audience?

- Are these steps in respect to car finance announced by the FCA on 11th January 
2024 not in fact a desperate attempt to conceal a £10billion + fraud they 
committed against millions of car finance customers, and in collusion with the 
Financial Ombudsman Service and the firms themselves?

All will be revealed in the coming days and weeks.
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